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1. Overview 
1.1. This month Cisco announced intent to acquire Tropo, a privately held company that provides 

cloud-based communications APIs which enable customers and developers to embed real-time 

communications within applications. The value of the transaction was not disclosed.  

1.2. Tropo is conceptually similar to the better known Twilio. Tropo focused more on enabling 

carriers to offer APIs into their services where Twilio primarily targets end users directly.  

1.3. Tropo offers both a public cloud API (Tropo.com) and a private cloud API which service providers 

use to embed within their offerings.  

1.4. Tropo was originally known as Voxeo Labs, a skunkworks division of Voxeo. The founder and 

chairman of Voxeo, Jonathan Taylor, formally separated the 

companies just prior to selling Voxeo to Aspect in 2013. Tropo was 

established in Menlo Park California, and took the name from its API 

platform product. Taylor remained the primary investor and the 

company’s chairman.  

2. Details Announced  
2.1. The Tropo team will join Cisco’s Collaboration Technology Group 

headed by SVP and GM Rowan Trollope.  

2.2. A total of 43 employees will move to Cisco including CEO Jason Goecke, VP of Engineering Wei 

Chen, and CTO Jose De Castro. Chairman Jonathan Taylor was not an employee and will not be 

joining Cisco.  

2.3. Cisco expects the transaction to close in the fourth quarter of 2015.  

2.4. Tropo claims a network of “200k+” developers.  

3. Insights 
3.1. There are several similar providers and technologies to Tropo that focus on PSTN, voice, and 

messaging. Twilio is likely the largest and most well-known. Nexmo was at a $60 million run rate 

in mid-2014. Other alternatives include the Plivo framework, Adhearsion Framework, and 

narrower solutions are available from RingCentral, Marchex, and Clickatel. Alternatives that 

overlap, but with more focus on WebRTC include Tokbox and Kandy. Tokbox has been growing 

steadily, and is now part of Telefonica. Kandy was launched by Genband in 2014. 

3.2. Voxeo acquired Micromethod and its SIPMethod Application Server in 2008 which was 

integrated with Voxeo IVR technology. A lighter-weight engine called PRISM was created by 

Voxeo Labs which offers web-centric API support for Java, Node JS, Ruby, and Groovy, plus tight 

integration with SIP and IMS devices, services, and carrier networks.  
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3.3. Tropo PRISM is utilized in several large networks including Comcast, Deutsche Telekom, 

Microsoft, Tata Communications, and Telefonica. Tropo provided the underlying technology for 

Deutsche Telekom’s Developer Garden (soon to be retired).  

3.4. Tropo PRISM’s native protocol is Rayo which is based on XMPP. Rayo is 

currently on track to be a ratified standard. It has been adopted by FreeSWITCH 

and Adhearsion. .  

3.5. Jonathan Taylor indicated on Facebook that selling Tropo “was the last thing on 

our minds.” Cisco initiated the discussions and presented terms that were 

“quite attractive.”  

3.6. Tropo launched one of the first publicly available WebRTC libraries with Tropo Phono.  

3.7. Cisco intends to leverage Tropo’s API strengths with its network of third-party application 

partners, though how is unclear.  

4. Opinion 
4.1. For over a decade, UC solutions have offered application extensibility, but premises-based APIs 

never really took-off. Cloud services such as Twilio make telephony accessible to a large base of 

developers by both simplifying it and practically eliminating development costs. 

4.2. Presumably, Cisco realized it needed a more robust API strategy as it transitions from a vendor 

of platforms to a provider of cloud services (WebEx, Spark, and Cisco Intercloud). 

4.3. Cisco’s strategic collaborative communications solution, Cisco Spark (see TalkingPointz 2Pager 

on Cisco Spark) competes directly with Slack. There are many differences including Slack’s public 

APIs (Spark has none). Cisco will likely leverage Tropo to develop an API suite for Spark.  

4.4. The technical fit of the acquisition is intriguing. Cisco-Tropo could create a powerful 

combination of developers, applications, and channel opportunities that will be difficult for 

Microsoft, Slack, and Twilio to match. Both firms are strong in WebRTC, voice, and messaging. 

Cisco has signaling and processing expertise and Tropo has application and integration expertise. 

Both firms have prioritized WebRTC, SDN, and NFV.  

4.5. Microsoft is moving into carrier services with Office 365. This could cause many providers to 

evaluate new partnership opportunities. Cisco is positioned with Tropo, HCS, and Intercloud.  

4.6. Cisco has acquired both a framework and a highly specialized engineering team. Ideally Cisco 

vision and marketing will be able to bring these powerful tools (and minds) to a broader market. 

Though integrating and retaining such independent engineers into Cisco’s culture will be difficult 

(or impossible).  

4.7. Potentially more valuable than the APIs was Tropo’s 200k+ developers (presumably a loose 

definition of developer). Cisco has not built a strong development community with its other 

efforts such as DevNet.  

4.8. Twilio’s $100 million revenue rate confirms the market. Tropo has many comparable 

capabilities, yet much more appropriate as an acquisition with fewer employees and a 

presumably lower valuation.  

4.9. Cisco claims it will continue with Tropo’s offerings, including traffic-based API services. Though it 

seems likely that the business model will undergo major changes.  

4.10. The big question is whether Cisco takes-on Twilio directly. Unknown at this time -- intriguing.  
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